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Northern Charm heading for victory at Pakenham 23rd March

From the Stable
There has certainly been plenty of action over the
last few months with our team who have really
started to mature as we indicated that they would
over the later part of last year into this year and
there are definitely more wins and more excitement
ahead for all of our members. There are strong
numbers down at Caulfield and all horses are
progressing well leading to plenty of optimism in
the weeks and months ahead. One of those horses
who has finally matured and come into her own now
is NORTHERN CHARM a recent easy Tatura
Maiden winner last month who followed with a
back me next start run at Ballarat when finishing a
very game second and that she did at her next start
at Pakenham winning in devastating fashion leading
all of the way to win by a widening margin. This
now mare has taken time to deliver however a
knock to her suspensory in May last year and a nice
long recovery was in hindsight a blessing for this
horse physically who has now really developed
some strength along with some much needed
confidence. This daughter of Northern Meteor is in
career best form and look for her to continue racing
in such fashion over the coming weeks.
EXFLYTATIONS our gorgeous Exceed And Excel
3YO filly opened her account after two excellent
thirds with a very game Ballarat win a few weeks
ago when well ridden by Champion hoop Damian
Oliver. She showed plenty of intestinal fortitude to
win after being exposed to all behind her early in the
straight when the favorite capitulated and the

thought is that she looks to be a dead set 2000
metre horse. Taken to Sandown at her next start
EXFLYTATIONS ran 4th and with her fading
away in condition Mick felt it best to give her a
well-earned break now and refuel her for Spring
where like her full brother Flying Light she will
be out to the 2000 metres and anticipated to
winning for us again over that trip! A number of
horses are at the trial stages of their respective
preps and include VIBRANCE, SMARTSON
and ONPICALO. VIBRANCE was a real
revelation last time in winning at Pakenham and
Wodonga and looks to have come back again in
super order. This daughter of Stratum has ticked
all of the boxes to date and will be kicking off her
campaign next month and hopefully to race
through the Winter months. VIBRANCE to date
has been a most consistent galloper having had 18
starts for 3 wins, 5 seconds and 1 third for
$55,225.00 with plenty of upside ahead! Our
staying 3YO SMARTSON having won his
Maiden at Echuca back in November fell away at
his subsequent Werribee start and was
immediately spelled. He has come back a much
stronger galloper this time around and whilst he
will need a couple of runs to get up to his
preferred distance has ticked all of the boxes to
date and has not missed a beat. Either has our
grand old campaigner in ONPICALO who is also
at the trial stage and will no doubt be at the races
very soon. An unbelievably consistent galloper
ONPICALO has won 7 Metropolitan races
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Exflytations getting the job done at Ballarat 8th March

(including
Morphettville)
and
amassed
$395,975.00 in stakes. His trackwork suggests that
he is in outstanding order yet again and mentally is
in great order so all looks well for this 7YO to be
racing throughout the Winter months yet again and
to take his prize monies over the $400,000 early
on this prep. He has been a wonderful galloper for
connections who have experienced a lot of fun
from this son of Hussonet who was only a $40,000
purchase from the 2011 Gold Coast Magic
Millions sales!
Other horses who are currently down at Caulfield
include our Sebring 2YO in SEBEAT, FUTURE
IN DOUBT and BALLISTIC MISSILE.
SEBEAT got to the trial stage last time around
however was very immature mentally and needed
to be gelded. That being done and whilst it is early
days he looks to have come back sharper and more
mentally mature this time around and is to date
ticking all of the boxes. SEBEAT did show ability
last time in and his work suggests that he has
improved from his gelding and will be a genuine
improver under Mick over the coming weeks. It is
hard to believe that FUTURE IN DOUBT still
remains a Maiden after last prep where she raced
most consistently but just couldn’t break through
after her last 3 runs where she ran two seconds and
a third. Unbeaten in barrier trials it would be fair
to say that she has worked at Caulfield much better
than she has raced for some reason. She is a very
genuine filly at Caulfield with no tricks and is a
very straight forward horse to train so whether she
hasn’t quite been mentally or physically strong
enough under race day pressure we don’t quite
know however she has arrived in at Caulfield in
outstanding order and will be there to win her
Maiden this time around! Smart Missile 3YO
BALLISTIC MISSILE did just that at

Wangaratta on Melbourne Cup day but fell away
at his subsequent two runs. Lightened off
considerably after Wangaratta and Mick struggled
with him to hold condition and his subsequent
runs were a reflection of that. Spelled well at
Cloverdale, has ticked all of the boxes with
David Feek in pre-training and has just arrived in
at Caulfield albeit looking in terrific physical
shape sees this guy ready to improve when he
next steps out at the races!
Our pre-trainers at Wangarratta currently include
SLEEPY CAT, MISS CHIERRO and our
Ocean Park filly MISS DAMITA with our
FIGHTING SUN/READY MADE FAMILY
Colt itching to return. SLEEPY CAT was a
welcome winner at Bairnsdale in December when
finally getting over her desired staying trip (2200
meters) and was about to be extended out in trip
further when she trained off but a lovely spell at
Cloverdale has seen her really thrive and can’t
wait till she gets out to the staying trips this time
around. She was not ridden satisfactorily at all at
Traralgon and Wodonga early on last prep but
getting it right at Bairnsdale resulted in a win and
that knowledge as she gets up in trip will be
invaluable in seeing success come her way again.
She is a promising stayer and whilst there are no
grand plans for her she will be placed and ridden
to advantage over the staying trips where she
should return some pleasing results for us all.
Another promising stayer that we love is MISS
CHIERRO (our Pierro 2YO) who trailed very
impressively at Caulfield last time in however
was put away shortly after as we felt that the early
two year old races were not going to suit. She is a
lovely style of filly who has come on in leaps and
bounds since trialing and looking forward to her
coming into Caulfield as this time around she can
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be well placed with suitable races around for her.
MISS DAMITA our NZ Ocean Park filly has
certainly come across in outstanding order and
John Ledger is very pleased with her progress. A
cracking physical type she is not far away at all
from coming down to Caulfield and it will be
interesting to see how far Mick can get with her.
MISS DAMITA possesses a great attitude and
willingness to please and her stout staying
pedigree will be offset somewhat as she is an
extremely athletic horse who has shown good
speed both over in NZ and with John in her work!
One horse that we are also looking forward to
watching develop is our FIGHTING SUN
homebred colt who is an absolutely cracking
individual who we all hope can run to his looks.
This rising 2YO has been broken and is about to
embark on the next stages of his education with
John Ledger after his most recent spell where he
thrived. Look out for him down at Caulfield later
in the year!
NZ is currently seeing a bit of action with our two
Tavistock fillies who are at the breakers in
Matamatta with Jim Cherry. Both of these fillies
have settled in well and are in excellent order. Our
TAVISTOCK/SATIN SLIPPER filly is fresh
from the recent Premier sales whilst our

TAVISTOCK/ODE filly who was purchased at
last year’s NZ Karaka Weanling sales has been
allowed to spell and thrive at Kilmore Farm and is
loving her education. Both of these fillies are
obviously in the very early stages of their
respective educations so not a lot is known as yet
except to say that they are both displaying
excellent attitudes which seems typical of the
Tavistock breed.
It would be remiss of me not to mention our long
time warrior and much loved LE BONSIR who
everyone will be pleased to know is currently in
pre-training with Eric Musgrove down at the beach
- Coronet Bay and the old fella is loving his work.
He is anticipated to be up with Mick very soon and
will be trialing next month. Desperately needs the
cut out of the tracks these days as his feet are his
problem and we will be doing the best we can to
find his preferred going on what is most likely his
last racing prep. It would be great to see him tick
over the $600,000 mark this time around as he
currently sits at $594,430.00 and to then find a
lovely home for him so that he can enjoy the rest
of his life in style. He has been a real stable
favorite and such a kind loving horse that just
loves to race and being a part of stable life where
he is spoilt with carrots on a daily basis from the
Mick Price staff who just love his presence!

Jake Noonan returning to scale on Sleepy Cat after saluting at Bairnsdale 13th December
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Our NZ Tavistock/Satin Slipper Filly in her gear at the breakers!

Sales 2017
It has been fair to say that 2017 has indeed been a very difficult year to buy and achieve value and I defy
anyone to say otherwise. Surprisingly this year has seen NZ offer by far the best value which in years
gone by has not always been the case especially last year 2016 where I came back empty handed. The
Gold Coast Magic Millions was extremely tough and I felt that people were buying horses like there was
no tomorrow. Strange because I have always purchased at Magic Millions and found it a very buyable
sale in the past. Sydney Classic was also surprisingly tough with a number of short listed horses failing xrays whilst Melbourne Premier was again tough although we did manage to buy an outstanding Written
Tycoon Colt. This sale in particular has the threat of becoming too expensive in the years ahead such is
the almost too good of a job that William Inglis is doing in attracting new buyers. The proliferation of
young and upcoming Bloodstock consultants combined with the influx of new overseas buyers are seeing
our local sales experience extraordinary increases across the board this year which is making it more and
more difficult for the domestic buyer! We will continue to do our homework and place value on horses
that we will be bidding on at the sales and continue to pull out when we feel that value has been eroded.
Whilst frustrating for all I will not be changing my philosophy of trying to buy horses at value which
gives you the investor a genuine chance for success which is and has ALWAYS been one of the long
term core UNITED SYNDICATIONS goals!

